Big Sounds from Bulgaria

In Bulgaria, couples wait months, even years, for Ivo Papasov and His Orchestra to liven their big day with transcendent wedding music. Here in Portland, thanks to Big Sounds from All Over, you don't even have to get married to hear them.

Sing along...

Hannaford took care of itself, not Wellby

By Paul Kar

When higher-ups at Scarborough grocery chain Hannaford Bros. decided in January to sell off its subsidiary drug stores, top officials at Wellby Super Drug Store got together and proposed a buyout. Hannaford officials said they'd strongly consider the offer.

Four months later, Hannaford shocked workers by telling the chain would sell Wellby to Rite Aid, a huge drugstore chain described by one high-level Hannaford staffer as "sleazy, the bottom of the line." Hannaford, which will announce a new subsidiary stockholders' meeting on May 14 at the Portland Regency Hotel, will make millions on the deal. Some of that money will be used to build new Shop 'n Save stores in New Hampshire and New York.

Meanwhile, Wellby employees benefitted by being bought out of the chain. And Wellby, a mainstay in the area, will be replaced by a string of cookie-cutter discount drug stores. "They couldn't do this employee buyout," said the high-level Hannaford employee, who spoke to CBW on condition of anonymity. "Instead, Hannaford sold employees down the pike. They and consumers will lose."

Continued on page 9

Uncovering Portland's erogenous zones

Uncovered: Portland recently granted two large nightclubs exclusive license to present topless entertainment, while forcing dancers at smaller clubs to take cover.

Topless supporters accused the city of trying to legislate morality. Family-oriented conservatives and some feminists urged the city to go further. The Portland City Council spent an hour trying to decide what a "pastie" is.

Meanwhile, at quiet neighborhood bars and at a million-dollar nightclub, the strip shows continue every night of the week. It's legal. And the women who do it make a lot of money.

But it isn't a new thing. And it isn't all that glamorous. For a tour of Portland's erogenous zones, and an introduction to the people who work there, see page 14.

Uncovered: "Melissa" performs at an Old Port bar.
E COLOGY HOUSE

Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

Eco logic House

Eco logic House is committed to being a positive factor for increasing environmental awareness, action, and public involvement. Most of our gift selections are in the image of wildlife, plants, or symbolic of human and the environment.

- Products Supporting
- Educational Games
- Animal Issues
- Recycled Paper Products
- Ecological Items

Newbriefs Weekly


Island tax district might be illegal

The Maine Attorney General's office has concluded that a special tax district deemed necessary to lower taxes on some property areas around the city of Portland does not meet the requirements of the enabling legislation. "Such a special tax district would violate the Maine Constitution, in that it could be used to lower taxes and create a special district for recreational purposes," said Attorney General James T. Smith.

Smith's decision is significant because the city of Portland is considering the possibility of creating a special tax district to help fund the construction of a new city hall. The city is currently facing a $4 million shortfall in its proposed budget, and some city councilors have suggested that the city create a special tax district to help cover the costs of the new building.

Smith's decision has prompted the city council to consider alternatives to the special tax district. Some councilors have suggested that the city could consider a property tax increase, while others have suggested that the city could seek assistance from the state or federal government.

In an interview, Portland Mayor Tom Allen said that the city is considering all options, but that the special tax district is currently favored. "We've been very clear that we're looking at all options, but we're moving forward with the special tax district," Allen said.

Allen said that the city is hoping to have a final decision on the special tax district by the end of the month. "We're working on a plan, and we'll have a decision by the end of the month," Allen said.

Allen said that the city is also considering other options, including a property tax increase, a special sales tax, and state or federal assistance.

The city of Portland has been facing a budget shortfall for several years, and has been forced to cut services and raise taxes in order to maintain its budget. The city is currently operating on a $4 million budget deficit, and is facing a $4.5 million shortfall in its proposed budget for next year.

The city council is expected to make a decision on the special tax district by the end of the month. The city is also expected to make a decision on the property tax increase by the end of May.

The city of Portland is located on the southern tip of Maine, and is home to one of the nation's busiest ports. The city is also home to a number of colleges and universities, including the University of Southern Maine and the University of New England.

The city of Portland is also home to a number of museums and cultural institutions, including the Portland Museum of Art and the Portland Civic Center. The city is also home to a number of parks and recreational areas, including Fort Williams Park and the Eastern Promenade.

The city of Portland is also home to a number of businesses and industries, including the Portland International Jetport and the Maine State Pier.

EcoLogic House

15% OFF

any purchase over $50.00, with this coupon. Expires May 31, 1992.

775-1871
20 Exchange St. Old Port
Maine Mall, S. Portland

Maine Yankee

RELIABLE ELECTRICITY FOR MAINE SINCE 1972

"I was principal at Lincoln Academy for seventeen years and enjoyed every minute of it. Now, I'm working in the classroom at The Deck House/Seolian Edgcomb, and enjoy that experience even more... working with young people.''

"A field trip to the Energy Information Center is an excellent learning experience for young people.

... and we don't have to go very far. We just can take a couple of miles across the Sheepscot River, and see Maine Yankee, and say 'There's an opportunity to find out about nuclear energy ... about various sources of energy.' I found in my visit there that the staff was very professional, and that the whole field trip to the Information Center is an excellent learning experience for these young people.'

-- Arthur Doak
Teacher, Newcastle

Just step in anytime, Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., or Sundays 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. We're located four miles south of Wiscasset off Route 1. For more information, call us toll free at 1-800-458-0066.

"I feel strongly that young people should learn as much as possible about their surroundings ..."
**Why You Should Buy Your Diamond Engagement Ring From Cross Jewelers**

Cross Jewelers, Portland's oldest five-star jewelry store, has been a favorite among consumers from the very start because of its personalized service and quality merchandise. Cross Jewelers is committed to providing the finest diamonds available, and they have a long tradition of excellence in the diamond business.

Cross Jewelers has been lauded for their exceptional customer service, and they strive to make every customer feel like a VIP. They offer a wide variety of engagement rings, and their knowledgeable staff is always available to answer any questions and provide guidance.

Cross Jewelers is dedicated to ensuring that every ring they sell is of the highest quality. They work with only the finest diamond suppliers, and they carefully inspect every stone to ensure that it meets their strict standards. Their diamonds are accurately graded for cut, color, and clarity, ensuring that you are getting the best possible diamond for your money.

Cross Jewelers is also committed to providing the best possible value. They offer competitive pricing and frequently have sales and special offers. They are happy to work with customers to find the perfect ring at a price that fits their budget.

In addition to their outstanding selection of engagement rings, Cross Jewelers also offers a wide variety of other fine jewelry options. They have a reputation for offering exceptional customer service and they are dedicated to making every customer feel special.

Cross Jewelers' commitment to excellence and their passion for diamonds make them the ideal choice for anyone looking to purchase a diamond engagement ring. They are dedicated to ensuring that their customers are happy with their purchase and they work hard to make sure that every ring is perfect. Cross Jewelers is the perfect choice for anyone looking for a high-quality diamond engagement ring.
The New Lucas Garden Center

Saturday & Sunday May 16 & 17 from 9am to 5pm

• Educational Clinics
  Saturday 10am: "Bonsai from Nursery Stock" given by: Bill Burgess
  Sunday 10am: "Lawn Care Tips" given by: Stevye Sleeper
  Sunday 10am: "Proper Pruning" given by: Thomas Sibley
  Free 3" potted Impatiens
  • Drawing for $500 gift certificate good on any merchandise or service Lucas offers
  • Many Grand Opening Product Specials
  • Manufacturers' Reps on site

GOOD COOKIN' KATADIN

"Good times are in the order of the day. The menu changes according to what's fresh from the sea and the chef's organic garden in Scarborough. And many splups will have you craving to come back." -John J. Sears, Attorney at Law

ME, NH, VT

OQB Tree?

Old Orchard Beach officials may kick Portland’s lead and freeze its liquor by the gallon ban, an approach that gives more latitude to a liquor license in an effort to curb overconsumption on the beach.

The town will begin 26-hour beach season this summer and post oil-stained signs that warn, "Public drinking of alcoholic beverages is a preventable offense." Officials are also considering a ban on any liquor licenses and creating a tough enforcement that would discourage littering in bars.

Bender Co. stores

Located in the Gebon Square shopping center in Dedham, the Bender Co. stores employ 3,500 people in Massachusetts and employs 10,000 people in the New England states. The Bender Co. stores is a regional chain of apparel stores in the Northeast.

Bender Co. stores

We matched this Beautiful Hardwood Frame with a 6" Cotton Foam Core Cotton Foam Core French Le Canvas

M - THU 9-9/8/4 · FRI 9-8/4 · SAT 9-9/4 · SUNDAY 11-7

WE'VE MOVED!

563 FOREST AVENUE

Grande Garden Sofa/Couch

Birkenstock

WE'VE MOVED!

563 Forest Ave. Portland, ME 04107-6601

Birkenstock

Our new store has plenty of room for our growing selection of comfortable, long-lasting footwear for adults and children.

Bungie jumping bounces into Saco

Anywhere there’s a tree, a dark spot, or a novel (or之间 between two派, people are looking for a place to "spot"..." said Mark Braune, owner of Rebel 3 Meat en. West Grand Avenue Future Plymout amusement park. Currently, there are about 1,000 acres that have been developed in the town, town officials are going to examine the proposals closely.

Continued on page 8

Bergen jumping bounces into Saco

Anywhere there’s a tree, a dark spot, or a novel (or之间 between two派, people are looking for a place to "spot"..." said Mark Braune, owner of Rebel 3 Meat en. West Grand Avenue Future Plymout amusement park. Currently, there are about 1,000 acres that have been developed in the town, town officials are going to examine the proposals closely.
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HANNAFORD, NOT WELLBY

The night of May 1 was a festive one for well-wishers who came out to bid farewell to the store that many had considered their own. The darkened sky was illuminated by the flickering lights of the store's sign, a stark contrast to the lively faces of the customers who filled the aisles.

"It's been a long time coming," said one customer. "I've been coming here for as long as I can remember." The stores historic red and white sign was illuminated by the stage lights, and the sound of live music filled the air. People danced and sang along to popular tunes, celebrating the closing of the store.

"It's a bittersweet moment," said another customer. "I'll miss coming here, but I know it's for the best." The store was a hub of activity as people gathered to reminisce about the store's past.

"This store was more than just a place to shop," said a store employee. "It was a community gathering place." The employees gave speeches to thank the customers for their support, and to express their own feelings of loss.

"We have lost a great deal," said one employee. "But we know we have a job to do, and we will do it to the best of our abilities." The store was packed with people and employees alike, all of whom were eager to share their memories of the store and to celebrate its legacy.

The Closing Date:

The facility had its final day on May 1st, and the store was officially closed. The employees and customers gathered outside the store, saying goodbye to the building that had been a part of their lives for so long.

"I'm just sad to see it go," said one customer. "But I know it's the right thing to do." The employees handed out final t-shirts and other memorabilia to the customers, who lined up outside the store to purchase the last items.

"We'll miss the customers," said one employee. "But we'll remember them always." The store was turned off, and the doors closed for the final time.

"We'll miss it," said one customer. "But we know it's a new chapter for us." The store was a symbol of a community that had come together to support each other, and it would be remembered for its impact on the community.

"We'll miss it," said another customer. "But we know it's for the best." The store was a place of memories, and its legacy would live on in the hearts of its customers and employees.

The Closing Date:

The store closed on May 1st, and the employees and customers gathered outside the building, saying goodbye to the store that had been a part of their lives for so long.

"I'm just sad to see it go," said one customer. "But I know it's the right thing to do." The employees handed out final t-shirts and other memorabilia to the customers, who lined up outside the store to purchase the last items.

"We'll miss the customers," said one employee. "But we'll remember them always." The store was turned off, and the doors closed for the final time.

"We'll miss it," said one customer. "But we know it's a new chapter for us." The store was a symbol of a community that had come together to support each other, and it would be remembered for its impact on the community.

"We'll miss it," said another customer. "But we know it's for the best." The store was a place of memories, and its legacy would live on in the hearts of its customers and employees.

The Closing Date:

The store closed on May 1st, and the employees and customers gathered outside the building, saying goodbye to the store that had been a part of their lives for so long.

"I'm just sad to see it go," said one customer. "But I know it's the right thing to do." The employees handed out final t-shirts and other memorabilia to the customers, who lined up outside the store to purchase the last items.

"We'll miss the customers," said one employee. "But we'll remember them always." The store was turned off, and the doors closed for the final time.
When you can't find the right words to say, find **JUST ME**

PHOENIX STUDIO

515 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04102
207-775-8800

1986 MERCEDES SL CONVERTIBLE

Two Tops
Little New

PERFORMANCE MOTORS

163 U.S. ROUTE 1

BARTON, MAINE 04410

TELEPHONE 763-2027

BOOKS ETC

For Kids -
THE SEASHELL BOOK

by Charlotte Zelinsky
Picture in full color
White Rabbit Press, Inc.
and many other wonderful children's books.

FREE]
$10 off
A New Spring Outfit
Non-Returnable
Carla's Corner
Classic American Knitwear
123 State St.
Downtown Portland, Maine

Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT

BAILEY ISLAND, ME

Monday through Saturday 11:30-8; Sunday 11-6
207-922-5546

Enjoy a Panoramic View of Casco Bay

Earth Firsters defend Mt. Blue

Earth First has defended a commercial wind project in a rural area of Maine, opposing the location and activities near the Mt. Blue State Park. The group has cut trees to stop the project. The state has filed charges against the group.

Newspapers Weekly

Continued from page 2

Bike to work on May 19th & breakfast is on us!

9 a.m. Tuesday is National Bike Week!

Stop by at 9:30 a.m.

Rodeo Days

McKernan said.

Don't miss this event!

133 Forest Ave.
Portland, ME 04101

Bike to work on May 19th & breakfast is on us!

9 a.m. Tuesday is National Bike Week!

Stop by at 9:30 a.m.

Rodeo Days

McKernan said.

Don't miss this event!

133 Forest Ave.
Portland, ME 04101

*We are available at all locations*
Anatomy of Tyson's collapse

The story of Tyson's collapse can be traced back to several key events:

1. The publication of an article on April 24, 1990, which contained claims about Tyson's personal and financial affairs.
2. Tyson's response to the article, which flew in the face of his previous denials and admissions.
3. The impact of the article on Tyson's campaign, leading to a decrease in his public activity and a change in his strategy.
4. The role of the media in reporting the story, including the use of anonymous sources and the publication of documents.
5. The response of Tyson's supporters, who initially defended him but eventually withdrew their support.

The collapse of Tyson's campaign had far-reaching consequences, including a loss of momentum, a drop in public support, and a decline in his ability to win the election. The story also raised questions about the role of the media in shaping political discourse and the impact of political scandals on electoral outcomes.
"lysa," a dancer at Mark's Showplace, collects a dollar bill from a patron.

Uncovering Portland's exotic zones

By Mary Elinad
Photography by Doree Klomer

The last bare-breasted performance at Pepper's House was on the afternoon of May 2. Pepper's is a neighborhood bar. It's perched on the edge of the West End, overlooking the Millinocket Delta. Weathered planks cover the walls. Marley Davidson covers the mirror. A ray of sunlight sneaked past the doorman and glared into the smoke-filled bar. Men in plaid shirts hung over their ashtrays, with the company name. His belly hung out over jeans that depended on someone complaining about the activity.

Two days blandly passed. A style-male phantom mulling off the street corner, to stop a crowd of people coming out of the bar. A ray of light at the edge of the day yellowed. "Come on you guys, live up. This a fun time."

Tattoos played havoc on the forearms of a barker, who also looked liked someone who might wear a polyester suit and cutoff denim shorts. Her lips pursed as she swayed and gyrated to Bonnie Raitt's "I'm not going to lie to you."

The law has little to say about how much the dancers were dressed. A ray of sunlight sneaked past the doorman and glared into the smoke-filled bar. Men in plaid shirts hung over their ashtrays, with the company name. His belly hung out over jeans that depended on someone complaining about the activity.

Two days blandly passed. A style-male phantom mulling off the street corner, to stop a crowd of people coming out of the bar. A ray of light at the edge of the day yellowed. "Come on you guys, live up. This a fun time."

Basement Square had just ended a day and radiated her ass against his crotch. He grinned and slipped a dollar bill under his stage name, a "or t." said regular Don Marsh, "but it's my house. I'm married and I love my wife. We have a nice house."

At Mark's, the men inside considered the ordinance final. At Mark's, the men inside considered the ordinance final. At Mark's, the men inside considered the ordinance final. "Employees, no exceptions," said Councilor Esther B. Clenott Thedore. "The ordinance finally failed by a 6-3 vote, which means that for now, topless is up at Mark's and Moose Alley. But everywhere else, the dancers have to cover up.

The oldest profession goes Disney

On one of the five stages at Mark's, a little young dancer stood down from the white stage and into a red dress. The police marked the ground over to the side of the bar. Mark Dean called his club the "Disney World of Adult Entertain­ ment." He built his Exit 8 attraction by the front door, and it had a dance stage. The boys, but didn't couldn't pay the mortgage on the twenty-one-year-old club. "The ordinance finally failed by a 6-3 vote, which means that for now, topless is up at Mark's and Moose Alley. But everywhere else, the dancers have to cover up.

The oldest profession goes Disney

On one of the five stages at Mark's, a little young dancer stood down from the white stage and into a red dress. The police marked the ground over to the side of the bar. Mark Dean called his club the "Disney World of Adult Entertain­ ment." He built his Exit 8 attraction by the front door, and it had a dance stage. The boys, but didn't couldn't pay the mortgage on the twenty-one-year-old club. "The ordinance finally failed by a 6-3 vote, which means that for now, topless is up at Mark's and Moose Alley. But everywhere else, the dancers have to cover up.

At Mark's, the women's, the strippers are visible. The ordinance finally failed by a 6-3 vote, which means that for now, topless is up at Mark's and Moose Alley. But everywhere else, the dancers have to cover up.

At Mark's, the women's, the strippers are visible. The ordinance finally failed by a 6-3 vote, which means that for now, topless is up at Mark's and Moose Alley. But everywhere else, the dancers have to cover up.

"It's always been one of those hush-hush neighborhood things. But now that those big guns at Mark's Showplace have come along, everyone's found out about it and they're all upset."

Stephen Caron
Fernald Attractions

Patrons of Mark's Showplace watch the "Italian Connection" dance on the runway.

"It's always been one of those hush-hush neighborhood things. But now that those big guns at Mark's Showplace have come along, everyone's found out about it and they're all upset."

Stephen Caron
Fernald Attractions
EROGENOUS ZONES

Continued from page 13

I am not a feminist," said Smith. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do.

But she does speak "on the same terms" as her husband, "to tell you the truth." She has a saying: "Women are not a sex, they are a people.

Two biker chicks are tucked away in a side. One is an American Indian, the other is a Latina. "That's why we're in this business," she said. They are both married and have two sons. They are treated with respect.

A woman, raised in the Southern tradition.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do. But I do believe in the freedom to express oneself, and that's what we're doing here.

People are always saying that women are treated unfairly, but I don't think that's true. I think women are equal to men, and I think they should be treated as such.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do.

TheBrain does personalized all the ways that brain is a true. A great pick-up line from the other bar. Shiny post-hippie lover loves for brain.

Two biker chicks are tucked away in a side. One is an American Indian, the other is a Latina. "That's why we're in this business," she said. They are both married and have two sons. They are treated with respect.

In fact, women are topless at Mark's. A gold
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In fact, women are topless at Mark's. A gold

Continued scholarship.

are not here to be accused of being anti-women, "she said.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do. But I do believe in the freedom to express oneself, and that's what we're doing here.

People are always saying that women are treated unfairly, but I don't think that's true. I think women are equal to men, and I think they should be treated as such.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do. But I do believe in the freedom to express oneself, and that's what we're doing here.

People are always saying that women are treated unfairly, but I don't think that's true. I think women are equal to men, and I think they should be treated as such.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do. But I do believe in the freedom to express oneself, and that's what we're doing here.

People are always saying that women are treated unfairly, but I don't think that's true. I think women are equal to men, and I think they should be treated as such.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do. But I do believe in the freedom to express oneself, and that's what we're doing here.

People are always saying that women are treated unfairly, but I don't think that's true. I think women are equal to men, and I think they should be treated as such.

"But I'm not a feminist," she said. "I'm an old-fashioned woman, rooted in the Southern tradition. I believe women can do anything they want or what they do. But I do believe in the freedom to express oneself, and that's what we're doing here.

People are always saying that women are treated unfairly, but I don't think that's true. I think women are equal to men, and I think they should be treated as such.
Letters

Bumptious sanctity of CBA writers

I was shocked by the way the CBA writers covered the recent hearings ofer the CBA. There is a secret to CBA, thefürious sanctity over anything. When I enrolled in the CBA, some scribbled jargon and that their view was that to protect is a sacred thing.

Finally, various groups like Feminists Against Rape and for Portland chapter status of women during the CBA meetings, and a few are even amausing the presence of the sanctity of women. For me, the effort is not an effort. How can we allow those who engage in the destruction of women and hearing of the sanctity of women? By publishing it, I tell you.

It seems to me that we are now a nation of sanctity with an approach that is otherwise good. I think in such an atmosphere we can even write a letter to the mayor asking for a reformation of the sanctity of women.

Kudos to CBWs and with his approach on the whole, I found it good. I bet, my readers will find it effective. Why don't you, take a step back and see what big trouble making a CBWs approach can make. I dare anyone to take on the whole CBWs approach.

It's all important

Admittedly, I have no interest in participating in the phenomenon of Mark's Showplace. There are simply too many facts to that peculiar, perhaps even highly suspect, notion that we can all have our cake and eat it too. For instance, a reader of CBA wrote to voice one's disapproval to the idea of losing CBWs, but Mark's, showing the CBWs from CBWs's practice of an independent dance troupe. I will not accept the view that women's need to find a way for the CBWs to flourish.

I am strongly opposed to any CBWs. And with Niss down and out, it's the right time for concerned women and men across the country to reconsider its priorities.

Finally, activist groups like Feminists Against Rape and the Prostitution Awareness Campaign have of the CBA's intentions.

Press Herald

Employers explain philosophy

Regarding the above question CBA, I share your concern. It is an important element to remember that we are all individuals to our own devices. Because I share the same view, I have not been able to find a way to express it. I am not sure if the media is working to fulfill this role.

I thought Jason Wilkins' "Review of Basic Instinct" was excellent. Jason, as usual, we have a good idea that he be making the CBA will be to the next month. I do not think that the CBA will be the next to suffer.

And with the answer to the question of the CBA's intentions, I have not been able to find a way to express it. I am not sure if the media is working to fulfill this role.

Bill Thomas

Good and bad news about CBWs

I am an editor of the CBA. The question of what to do or not to do with CBA is a very important question. I would like to share my thoughts on the subject.

On one hand, there are many people who believe that CBA is a necessary evil. They see it as a way to control the activities of women. On the other hand, there are those who believe that CBA is a form of discrimination against women. In my opinion, CBA is a necessary evil. It is a form of discrimination against women. It is a form of discrimination against women. It is a form of discrimination against women.

Citizen

Video Expo, don't stop there

You never know. In fact, it might be too early to be there. Don't be confused. Not all people can do without CBA. It is too early to be there. It is too early to be there. Don't be confused.

Ruth Foss

People, you're not going to end up like the poor old women on the streets and your solutions are not in question. If you see me and if you think that there is something wrong with the CBA, then do something about it. I will try to be there.

Judy Foss

I don't think you can go through life without the CBA. We have to be alert to the fact that the CBA is not the only way to solve the problem of sexual harassment.

We certainly don't have the luxury of being able to solve the problem of sexual harassment in this country. We have to be alert to the fact that the CBA is not the only way to solve the problem of sexual harassment.

Citizen

There are many people who believe that CBA is too hard on the women. I do not believe that CBA is too hard on the women. The women's needs are not taken into account when the CBA is enforced. The CBA is not a solution to the problem of sexual harassment, but it is a part of the solution.

Citizen

Photo: Todd Hubbs

Citizen

The fact is that the CBA is a necessary evil. It is not possible to end the problem of sexual harassment without the CBA. The CBA is a necessary evil. It is not possible to end the problem of sexual harassment without the CBA. The CBA is a necessary evil. It is not possible to end the problem of sexual harassment without the CBA.

Citizen

I am a woman and I have been climbing the ladder of success. I am not a woman who is going to give up my job just because I am a woman. I am a woman and I have been climbing the ladder of success. I am not a woman who is going to give up my job just because I am a woman.
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cheap thrill

Walk this way

Tonight at 6, Kevin Show and his many strange but never dull alter egos will open for Show Alone, a one-man comedy revue happening at 22 Foster Ave. The show runs every Friday, Saturday & Sunday through May 31. Tickets are $4, & all tickets go for a good cause and reservations: Tightly hugging Charlie Kohlhase, Boston's own bluegrass cartel band, takes up residence at the college all night and tomorrow, with sets at 9 & 11. The impressive Charles Kohlhase and his madcap colleagues will use the unusual gait from Dukes to Biddenden to kick off Kohlhase's own idiosyncratic compositions. Call 777-8114 for more details.

Barry Holusha paints beautifully. Go see his work at a benefit reception for The Nature Conservancy tonight from 5:30-8:30 at Thomas Moore Cafeteria, 417 Congress Ave., Portland. Call 777-3971 for further details.

Help the Malheur Society celebrate its first anniversary - the birthday of founder Ken McCollum - and the passing of Portland's Gay Rights Ordinance — with jazz singers, songwriter and pianist Susan Van Hees, from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Foss Auditorium of Portland Public Library. Barbara's kitchen will serve the detectives. Call 677-2075 for more.

And now, the moment you've all been waiting for!

TONY GABOURY TRIO

VIN.

May 21 of Oregon residents are invited to bring their bakery back to the beautiful Portland Avenue, Portland. The proceeds benefit the Portland Law Group. For more information, call Portland City Hall to Congress Square. So bring your boots back to Portland Public Library. Call 777-6817 for more.

With the Barzas, the late 19th-century accordion music plays the leading role in the music scene. The traditional and contemporary music is skilfully performed in the style of various genres from the 19th century. Tonight will feature new talent from the Portland area, with performances by Ioan Pappas and his Bulgarian keyboardist. See a new folk art form as Pappas and his accordion play the着名的The Brothers, appearing in their new album. Tickets are $14, pick a seat at 8 p.m. at Madison in Portland or call Portland Performing Arts Center at 777-4660 for reservations. And check out Portland's own is an evening with music, from Portland's own portland's own rapper Yosch Truth, reggae singer Robin and Jamaican dub band Port Jams. Believe in Portland is a good way to maintain the cemetery and the exchange that ensued, it

Hear these men get down to brass tacks Friday night at the college all night and tomorrow, with sets at 9 & 11. Help the Malheur Society celebrate its first anniversary - the birthday of founder Ken McCollum - and the passing of Portland's Gay Rights Ordinance — with jazz singers, songwriter and pianist Susan Van Hees, from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Foss Auditorium of Portland Public Library. Barbara's kitchen will serve the detectives. Call 677-2075 for more.
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Hear these men get down to brass tacks Friday night at the college all night and tomorrow, with sets at 9 & 11. Help the Malheur Society celebrate its first anniversary - the birthday of founder Ken McCollum - and the passing of Portland's Gay Rights Ordinance — with jazz singers, songwriter and pianist Susan Van Hees, from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Foss Auditorium of Portland Public Library. Barbara's kitchen will serve the detectives. Call 677-2075 for more.
WE'RE MOVING!
TO 800 CONCORD ST
Watch for moving sale at end of the month.
MATERIAL OBJECTS
604 Congress Street
774-1211 Monday-Saturday 10-6

WHAT'S WHERE

Entertainment Weekly
Weekly Calendar

SILVER SCREEN

Discoveries
An Exquisite Line of Jewelry & Gifts
for the hand in step for
10 Preppers Square
283-2953

FREE DINNER Saturday, May 16
CARLTON'S KITCHEN
SACO and the Saco River Main Street
Friday, May 16, 5-7:30 PM

Studio 79 tickets available at Carlton's Kitchen.
Free dinner will be offered.

Paula Garcia
The Haunted House Challenge
STAGE

AUDITIONS

For THEATER PROJECT present:

Auditions are open to all.

Auditioners should bring:

1. Head shot or color print of yourself-
2. Resume-
3. 2 travel size photos of yourself-
4. Complete list of all roles you want to play-
5. 2 songs on a tape-
6. A brief statement of your suitability for the role you wish to play

Auditioners will be seen in pairs.


SACO Free Dinner

SATURDAY 5.16

A special 50th Birthday Celebration at the Portland Turkish Delight

Checks should be made payable to Theater Project.

Join us for a special night of fun, food, and entertainment.

Tickets:

$50-
$75-
$100-
$150-
$250-

SATURDAY 5.16

DINNER THEATRE

McVeigh's
Bar & Grill

SUNDAY 5.17

Eastman Theatre

THEATRE VINTAGE

STAGE

CONCERTS

FRIDAY 5.15

Free dinner with the Portland Turf Cutters

Saw their ad in the paper.

SATURDAY 5.16

Sunday dinner with the Portland Turf Cutters

TUESDAY 5.19

Wednesday dinner with the Portland Turf Cutters

WEDNESDAY 5.20

With dinner at the Portland Turf Cutters

THURSDAY 5.14

FRIYDAY 5.16

Dancing at the Portland Turf Cutters

DOUG'S DOBIE'S

D.C. YORK'S

THE COOL GIRL'S

GIGI

774-4455

Get a computer?

Need high quality COLOR output?

Here's how: Print on full color! Great Canon color laser output from your pc disk. Call for details. All of this in addition to great color copiers, transparencies, typesetting, business presentations, layout & design and many more colorful services. All from Portland's Color Copy Specialists -

GENERATED IMAGE
166 MIDDLE STREET PORTLAND, MAINE

DINNER IN MEXICO DESSERT IN VERMONT!

For the serious Mexican Dessert
MEXICO DESSERT

Just off the ice cream.
Markers down a wide variety.
Dinner at eight!

STEVES

STEWARDS

Dinner at eight!

STEWARDS

DINNER IN MEXICO DESSERT IN VERMONT!
Fast Cuts.
Friendly Cuts.
Fabulous Cuts. only $8.50 men's & ladies

Kid's Kuts - $6.00
Tans - $4.00 / 10 for $30

Have a cut on us!
Every time you get a haircut, well
shave your own face. If you
When all is done (especially you)

HAIRCUTS FOR LESS
327 Monroe Ave • Portland • 770-7971
1041 Bridgeport Ave • Portland • 770-1027
West Hill Creek • St. Portland • 770-3732

ITALIAN RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
ROCCO'S or ANTON'S
24 MON-FRI 4-7
 seize
every time you get a haircut,
On account of

Portland, ME

Roo

FREE TAN at any
only

ER

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
Served 11:30 am to 2 pm

• Fish & Chips
• Petrucci Martini
• Broiled Haddock
• Chicken Parmigiana
• Fried Maine Shrimp

• Fresh Maine Lobster Roll
• Seared Seabass
• Fisherman's Plate

$3.95 your choice

AROUND TOWN

Art From and Beyond the Border Art Show at the Community School, Portland. The show, sponsored by the Portland Art League and the Portland Museum of Art, features art by local artists and artists from beyond the borders of the state. It opens today and continues through June 11.

The Gallery at Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Learning Center, Portland. The gallery is hosting an exhibition of student art, including paintings, drawings, and photographs. The show opens today and continues through June 11.

Music

Papavros plays wedding music for any occasion

Papavros is an up-and-coming figure in the wedding music industry. He has developed his own unique style of music that combines traditional wedding music with modern-day hits. With his soulful voice and impeccable musicianship, Papavros is sure to make any wedding memorable.

ROCCO'S

350 Forest Ave Portland, ME 04103

Tel: 888-9562

or

ROCCO'S

ITALIAN RESTAURANT &ounge since 1957

Fine Italian Cuisine Steaks & Seafood
Route 1
Scarborough

888-9562

ALL NEW HAPPY HOUR MON-FRI 4-7

99¢ DRAFTS
Reduced Drink Prices
Free Lounge Buffet
• Pizza
• Pasta
• Salads
• Stuffed Shells
• Chicken & Shrimp

LUNCH SPECIALS
11:30 am to 2 pm

N.Y. Sirloin Cut
Baked Stuffed Haddock or Shrimp
Grilled Chicken Scriclano

$7.95 your choice

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
Served 11:30 am to 2 pm

11:30 to 5 pm
7 Days a Week

The Moon Dance Club
427 Forest St

NO COVER

THE NEW NAKED THIRSTYDAYS AT THE MOON
$2.50 craft beers
ALL drinks $1.25
NO COVER
EVERY THURSDAY 8 to 11

THE MOON DANCE CLUB • 427 FOREST ST. • 772-1961

I Have no control over how much you play.
But I do control how much you can

The Moon Dance Club
427 Forest St.
Portland, ME

NO COVER

THE NEW NAKED THIRSTYDAYS

SHINE ALONE
A ONE MAN COMEDY EXTRAVAGANZA STARRING A CAST OF THOUSANDS

WITHE KEVIN SHONE
PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY TIM FERRILL

8:00 PM. Every Fri. Sat & Sun. May 15th through 31st.
25 Foresip Ave, Portland, Ore. Portland State U. (Office Bldg.)

DOOR PRizes

TIM FERRILL

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL ME

207-774-7207

FUR REALER.

KEVIN SHONE

Please do not flunk out.

DO NOT BE SHINE ALONE

ONCE AGAIN, I AM NOT SHINE ALONE

I HAVE NO CONTROL OVER HOW MUCH YOU PLAY.

SHINE ALONE

A ONE MAN COMEDY EXTRAVAGANZA STARRING A CAST OF THOUSANDS

WITHE KEVIN SHONE
PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY TIM FERRILL

8:00 PM. Every Fri. Sat & Sun. May 15th through 31st.
25 Forest Ave, Portland, Ore. Portland State U. (Office Bldg.)

DOOR PRizes

TIM FERRILL

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL ME

207-774-7207

FUR REALER.
Existential angst & the joys of motherhood in Brunswick

Giorgiaa Nall and Susan Cleveland make industrial-age paintings that test the boundaries of traditional aesthetics. The show in the Fast Gallery runs through June 12, and features the works of these two American painters. The show is sponsored by the Maine Artist Association and the Fast Gallery, which is located at 3 Main St., Brunswick. The gallery is open Monday through Saturday from 10am to 5pm, and Sundays from noon to 5pm.

Giorgiaa Nall, a painter, sculptor, and printmaker, is also an art teacher. In the show, her medium is oil paint, and she welcomes viewers to discover new possibilities. "The Green Grass," painted under the shadows of a tree, is a scene of a group of children playing on a grassy hillside. The figures are rendered in bright, vibrant colors, creating a sense of joy and movement. The artwork is available for purchase, and can be viewed online at giorgiaannall.com.

Susan Cleveland, a multimedia artist, creates works that explore the intersection of traditional and contemporary art forms. Her piece, "The Green Grass," incorporates mixed media elements, including canvas, wood, and wire. The artist's work is exhibited at various galleries in Portland and Brunswick, and can be found at susanclevelandart.com.

Both artists are interested in exploring the idea of nature and its relationship to humanity. Their works reflect a deep appreciation for the beauty and complexity of the natural world, and the ways in which human beings connect with it. The show is open to the public, and admission is free. The gallery is open Tuesday through Sunday from noon to 5pm.
WATERBED SALE

Use with Waterbeds or Conventional Mattress & Boxspring

THE BEDWORKS
WATERBED & MATTRESS CO. 299 FOREST AVENUE 773-5762

next to Portland Lighting

Win A Waterbed & Videoport

Entertainment
Weekly

Continued from page 7

WELLNESS

Stefanie Waterman

Portland Public Library

OUTSIDE

Romping through a magical land

Step through the wardrobe with Peter, Susan, Lucy and Rhubarb as they venture into a wonderland land filled with magical creatures, in C.S. Lewis' "Narnia." The children's audience to move Narnia from the end scenes of The White Witch and the Wardrobe into the magical syrpryge and its7ighted ruler, the mystical Mr. Aslan.

"One of the issues touched upon in Narnia is coming of age for the child. At a certain stage, when the child is growing up, there are certain child, adults, and those between the two. The story has a great deal to do with growing and changing. May be a perfect time to present "Narnia."

See the production courtesy of Nonstop Nogs, the community theater at the Theater Project, May 15, 16, 22 & 23 at 7 p.m., and May 17, 18 & 19 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $8 for adults, $5 for kids and seniors. Advance reservations are strongly advised. The theater is located at 128 School St, Brunswick. For more info, call the Theater Project at 729-6944.

The Children's Museum of Maine

FISHER & DOWNE'S

SADDLEBAND

Bring Home the Beauty of Spring...

Select from 50 acres of quality trees, shrubs and flowering plants for the northern landscape. Custom design services. Lawn and garden supplies.

O'DONAL'S
NURSERIES

O'Donals Nurseries
Open Mon. through Fri. 8 to 5, Sat. & Sun. 9-5, thru July 31st, or 8 to 6, until 9, then 8 to 5. Saturday and Sunday, 9 to 5, or 8 to 6, until 9, then 8 to 5. For further details, call 692-4030.

Jennifer and Ben O'Donahue

Maine's First Authentic
Oyster Bar

J's Oyster

Mixing Good People, Good Food and Good Drinks for 13 Years.

Our Full Menu served from 11am to Midnight. Best Steamer's in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from the relaxing atmosphere of J's.

5 Portland Pier
773-6139

Ruski's

Mon-Sat 7am to 1am Sunday noon to 1am

Ruski's has been
"The Best Kept Secret in Portland!"

Daily Homemade
Lunch & Dinner Specials starting at $3.95

The "Beef" Breakfast in Town!
Brew Lovers Daily Beer Specials $1.45

112 Danforth Boulevard, ME
Phone: 777-2438

Bring Home the Beauty of Spring...
real puzzle by Don Rabor

Glass where?

Using the list of contents below as a guide, see if you can fill in the blanks correctly. To enter, meeting with the internet bottle and working outward. Just number the contents from one to ten.

CARE & HEALING

MOURNING BEAUTY

CITY LIBRARY

PUBLIQUE

SUNDAY

MAY 17 1992

A fun-filled line-dance offering outside the shape of 10 to 3:30 PM. Includes step by step instruction and a free lunch. Information call 800-870-5500.
help wanted

LUV HOMES

4111 FOR 109 MILES WEST, 11,000 DOWN, $3,900 MONTHLY

AGE 25-35云集, desired degree in Architecture and experience in design, drafting and construction.

LUV HOMES

PARKIERA HOME, 3 BR, 2 BA, 207-539-4000

AGENT WANTED

WANTED: MARINE ENGINEER (for 2 years)

WANTED: MORTGAGE LOAN OFFICER

WANTED: SALESMAN (newspaper)

TELEMARKETER

Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an experienced individual to help sell classified advertising. You need to be comfortable and efficient on the phone and have experience in this area. Call today for more information.

LEAGUE FOR LESS

Wills, Probate, Divorce, Corporations, Bankruptcy

Legal Technicians: 1-800-201-7625

LEGAL SERVICES

WOMEN-PAINTED "ON LOCATION"

WANTED FROM ADES: 77f>5899.

WANTED FROM M. W. A.: 775-5022.

WANTED FROM J. Z.: 775-8040.

WANTED FROM D. M.: 775-9262.

WANTED FROM B. O.: 775-5899.

WANTED FROM E. J.: 775-5999.

WANTED FROM R. C.: 775-6060.

WANTED FROM R. B.: 775-6161.

WANTED FROM W. F.: 775-6262.

WANTED FROM W. S.: 775-6363.

WANTED FROM W. R.: 775-6464.

WANTED FROM W. T.: 775-6565.

WANTED FROM W. U.: 775-6666.

WANTED FROM W. V.: 775-6767.

WANTED FROM W. W.: 775-6868.

WANTED FROM W. X.: 775-6969.

WANTED FROM W. Y.: 775-7070.

WANTED FROM W. Z.: 775-7171.

WEAKLANDER FANS:

Select a new star, but how will you pay the price? Call recorded answers for $1.50.

WEATHER

DEALER

Weekly. Thank you.

WEATHER

FOR SALE:

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

To add an additional account executive to our growing team. EEO.

We are growing and have a new younger customer on a consistant basis.

May 1992

Dear Casco Bay Weekly

Through your paper, I learned that a business in Portland was for sale.

I thought I would contact them and see if there was any interest in the purchase. I was able to get in touch with the owner and we set up a meeting.

The owner was willing to sell the business but was hesitant to do so until he could find a buyer. He offered a price and requested that I come in to see the facility.

I arrived at the location and was greeted by the owner. He took me on a tour of the facility and explained some of the services offered.

I was impressed with the business and felt that it had potential. We had a thorough discussion about the business and its future. The owner was interested in the possibility of selling the business to me and we agreed to work out the details.

After the meeting, I did some research on the business and its potential. I found that the business had a good reputation and was well established.

Finally, I made an offer to the owner and he accepted. We agreed on a price and the terms of the sale.

I am pleased with the purchase and I am excited to take on the new business. I am confident that I will be able to turn a profit and continue to grow the business.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,

Larry Lambas
person of the week

THE Tao OF BACKPACKING and hiking, the Zen of rollerblading and biking. Peaceful man, 396 new moons young, balancing, breathing, laughing and smiling. Seeks compassionate woman of similar age and vision to share this precious path. 53436 (6/02)

Classifieds

Classifieds By Phone: 775-6601

Free 25 words Personal Ad! Place your Personal Ad now! Free by Fax Thursday only!

FREE FAX FRIDAY! 775-1715

Free 45 words and Personal Call! FREE by Fax Thursday only!

First 25 words free! Place your Personal Ad now! First 25 words free!

How to respond to a personal ad:

Just call 1-900-370-2041 anytime. 9 minutes a call, from any touch-tone phone. The ad number 53436 will be announced. We will not record personal, political, or religious information. Your call will not be monitored and you won't be put on hold. Please be sure to write down the call number and ad number as you listen. They will be printed in the next edition of the Telephone Directory. We do not guarantee that the person contacting you is who they say they are or that their description is accurate. This ad was posted by a third party. We reserve the right to refuse any ad.

How to place your personal ad:

To place your personal ad, call 775-6601. Fill out the coupon and send it along with $37.50 (3 rates) or $47.50 (10 rates) in cash or US checks to Casco Bay Weekly, P.O. Box 1527, Portland, ME 04104-0527. Make checks payable to Casco Bay Weekly. Your ad will be run in the next edition, Monday through Sunday. Ad rates are $37.50 for 25 words, $47.50 for 100 words, $52.50 for 200 words, and $95.00 for 500 words. You must be 18 or older to place a personal ad. Ads are run each Monday in Casco Bay Weekly. Ads are run in the Telephone Directory at no additional charge. Ad numbers will be printed in the next edition of the Telephone Directory, Monday through Sunday. We reserve the right to refuse any ad.

Questions about our ads? Call 1-900-370-2041. The ad numbers will be repeated. We do not guarantee that the person contacting you is who they say they are or that their description is accurate. This ad was posted by a third party. We reserve the right to refuse any ad.

How to use your Personal Call number:

After you record your 9 minute and privacy security code, you may record information. Your ad is not available to anyone not your call number. To change your number, call 775-6601. Your call number is your ad's number. Leave your name, phone number, address, and phone number for your call number. Make sure to record your ad number. Your ad will not be run in the Telephone Directory. We reserve the right to refuse any ad. You may change your ad number if requested by us, but we reserve the right to refuse any ad.

Callers: Personal information is not given except when requesting. Following our instructions, anyone who contacts you must be at least 18 years old.

Casino Bay Weekly (207) 775-6601

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

VIDEO EXPO

PORTLAND VIDEO EXPO

666 Congress St • 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-7

VIDEO EXPO

Route 236 • 430-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-7

VACATION ANYONE? If you need a change of scenery, this is the place to be! We have everything you need to make your vacation a success. From airfare to car rentals, we've got you covered. Whether you're planning a trip to Europe or the Caribbean, we've got the resources to make your trip a success. We're here to help you plan your dream vacation. Call us at 775-1615 today for more information.

Ernie Pook

Ernie Pook is a writer who has been covering the Portland music scene for over 20 years. He has written for numerous publications, including the Portland Press Herald and the Portland Daily Press. He is also the author of two books on the topic of music, "The New Orleans Jazz" and "The Music of New Orleans." He can be reached at ernie@pookpress.com.

You can subscribe to Ernie Pook's newsletter at www.erniepook.com. You can also follow him on Twitter at @erniepook.

For more information about Portland's Largest Adult Entertainment Center, please visit www.cascobayweekly.com/adultcenter.
DEWEE'S THREE ALARM CHILI
Our world renowned chili with grated cheddar and tortilla chips
BEER • CHICKEN • VEGGIE
Small...$3.95 • Large...$4.75

SALADS
DINNER...$3.95
Large green salad with mushrooms, cucumbers, red peppers & cheddar CHEESE & SPINACH...$5.25
Fresh tossed green salad, onions, tomatoes, and toasted almonds on a bed of dressing with feta goat cheese dressing.

CHIPS...$5.25
A hearty salad with turkey, ham, cheddar and hard boiled egg.
TACO...$4.95
Chili, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, black olives and sour cream surrounded by crispy tortilla chips.

NACHOS or POTATO SKINS
• CHEESE...$4.25 • BACON...$4.75 • CHICKEN...$4.95 • VEGGIE...$4.50

FEASTS
FISH & CHIPS...$4.95
Fresh whole fish fried to perfection in our “special” coating served with homemade fries.

PLOUGHMAN'S LUNCH...$5.50
A satisfying array of turkey, smoked ham, french bread, Corned Beef, chutney, and a salad.

CHICKEN WINGS...$4.25
A diverse wings and drumsticks drawer in hot or mild BBQ sauce with celery & carrot sticks and blue cheese dressing.

PUB PLATE...$8.95
A platter of fries, vegetables, pâté, chicken, all beef burger, smoked goods and a hearty salad served with crackers.

KNOWKURST PLATE...$4.75
Guinness toasted knotwursts with sourdough and toasted bread.

PIZZA...$4.75 extra toppings $0.50 each
A tomato purée based crust with homemade sauce, mozzarella and two of the following toppings:
• Ham • Artichoke Hearts • Mushrooms
• Green Peppers • Ham • Pickles • Onions
• Spinach • Spinach • Pants • Chicken • Bell Peppers
• Black Olives • Peppers • Carrots

SIDES
Cup of Chili...$2.50
Small Green Salad...$1.50
Crisp Chis & Salas...$2.50
Steak Fries...$1.50
Plain Grilled Cheese...$2.25
Salad or Sour Cream...$1.25
Baked Beans...$1.25

CHICKEN and BEEF
Your choice of a 5 oz. chicken breast or all beef burger on a brioche roll with lettuce, tomato, onion, chips & a pickle.

PLAIN...$4.25 • CHEESE...$4.50 • BACON...$4.75

SOUTHWESTERN...$4.25
With chili or cheddar
INDIAN...$3.75
With curry sauce & spinach chutney.
ITALIAN...$4.50
With basil & pesto.
MEXICAN...$4.75
With cheddar & salsa.

SANDWICHES
Homemade Fries...$0.50
TURKEY CLUB...$4.95
A mega sandwich of fresh turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato, mayo & onion on toasted white.

GRILLED CHEESE...$3.95
With cheddar, bacon, tomatoes & onions on wheat.

HAM & SWISS...$3.95
With tomatoes & beer mustard on grilled rye.

GRILLED KNOWKURST...$4.35
With sautéed peppers, onions & beer mustard on a brioche.

BROILED PATTY...$4.75
With meat & sour cream on grilled rye.

REUBEN corned beef...$4.95, turkey...$4.50
Served with sour cream, saurkraut & Russian dressing on rye.

BLT...$3.50
Bacon, lettuce and tomato on toasted white.

TUNA MELT...$3.95
With tuna & cheddar on toasted white.

BAKED FRESH Haddock...$4.75
With cheddar cheese on a toasted bun.

VEGETARIAN DELIGHTS
FELAFEL POCKET...$4.50
A grilled falafel-wrapped pitta stuffed with cheddar, spinach, red bell peppers & lemon aioli dressing in a pocket bread.

VEGGIE BURGER...$4.25
Carnivore special - a grilled vegetarian delight on a brioche.

GRILLED BROCCOLI REUBEN...$3.50
Broccoli, sautéed sour cream & Russian dressing on a brioche.

VEGGIE MELT...$4.50
Broccoli, tomato, pesto, mashed potatoes, tomatoes, & cheddar sauce on sourdough.

SZECHUAN STEM...$4.50
Broccoli, daikon, red bell peppers, mushrooms, carrots, chilis & seasonal vegetables on a bed of rice.

CURRIED VEGGIE POCKET...$4.50
Lightly marinated veggies with curry sauce in a pocket bread.

THREE DOLLAR DEWEY’S
446 FORE ST. • OLD PORT • PORTLAND, ME • 772-3310

Kitchin Open 11am to 2pm

ACCEPTS MAESTRO & DISCO